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About This Game

Description

Mayhem Above is a Music Gravity Score Attack game. You are an International Space Speaker. Musical impulses are
analyzed from the songs you select. Each Music impulse will give you a turbo boost that will allow you to perform more tricks

and gain more score. But beware! The more musical intensity, the more enemy activity. And they will try to shut you up.

Features

 Music Reactive environment.

 Procedural levels. Each song has a different layout.

 Play songs from YOUR library.

 Mesmerizing ecosystems.

 Local Multiplayer.

 Experience System with stats. The more you play, the more powerful your space ship will be.
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Title: Mayhem Above
Genre: Action
Developer:
Spinal Games
Publisher:
Spinal Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Definitely worth a buck.. I ran into a bug, posted a screenshot, and the developer responded almost immediately. This is a cool
game.. Its a classic game and i've weirdly put quite a lot of hours into it. It's definitely a game you should play at some point.
Pick it up on sale or something. The graphics are a bit dated but the gameplay is fun.

9\/10. this game is good
go download it

shark\/10. just play creativerse or unturned for this experience. Good video game.. It's like a cooperatve turn-based board game
like carcassonne but instead of helping each other build things, you:

- Help yourself (or your opponents) destroy their natural resources
- Build armies with said opponent's resources and use them to kill said opponent
- Tactically shape the land to your advantage by destroying all of it
- Build structures (that desrtoy things)

 Now for the actual gameplay.

The game features only a few things you can build/do, but the combination of them and the landscape has many tactical
possibilities to offer.

- Build armories to make walkers
- Bulld walkers to seize terriroty and kill other walkers
- Build harvesters to strip mine entire chunks of land for money, or use them as an offensive tool to gradually destroy th very
land your opponents stand on
- Build cannons to shoot things
- Build carriers to lead aerial strikes over inpassable chasms or just a lot of unclaimed land

 The verdict?

buy it, but wait until it goes on sale. (holiday sale anyone?) You'll need friends that own it too, the singleplayer campaign is
grindy to say the least. Don't buy it if you hate strategy games. Worth 8-9 U.S. dollars, priced at 10. After all, it truly is...

"Turn based strategy at its finest".. Great Game, dont let you scare away by the graphics. Unfair Bad Rap =

Only If doesn't have the friendliest menu or controls when it comes to anything other than moving and clicking, however, it
makes up for that with the minimal UI compared to those games with too many options.

I found Only If fun.

It was challenging, thrilling, and abstract. The panic set in when certain...characters...showed up.

Check out other Steam games I have and you'll know there is some credibility behind this review. The puzzles, logic loops to
jump through, and simplicity all added up to a game I would happily had paid for. It's sad that their other game got
overwhelmingly positive reviews while this is mixed. I haven't played the other, but from looking through it's videos and
pictures, I would have picked this as my choice between the two.

If you looked at this as a devs first game, and consider the fact that it has a plot, varied environments, and challenging puzzles, it
seems too good to be free.

I just hope others come along and can appreciate it. I'd look forward to Creability releasing another title similar to Only If.
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This game feels to me like an unfinished product. And even though I bought it on sale it felt like a waste of money sadly...
Whoever came up with the idea of Touhou as a fighting game should be given as a medal because every Touhou fighter has
been incredibly fun to play.. i like that games series, play them all. Pretty cute. I thought I would prefer the aesthetic pack but
really I found the animals far more interesting. I now have two gazelles on my desktop. Their names are Bob and Charlotte. I
love Bob and Charlotte.. This "game" is not for everyone, only for those who can appericate it for what it is. A typical game
review just can't do 9.03m justice because what 9.03m is and what it aims to makes you feel is nothing like a typical game at all.
If you understand the context, through its short and unique use of symbolism, 9.03m is probably one of the most touching, real
world relatable experiences that I've ever had while playing a game. Calling it a game doesn't even feel apropos. 9.03m is an
experience, a touching, beautiful experience that will move you to the core.

All of my feels!!
10\/10 *Rating isn't based on gameplay or story but instead how 9.03m made me feel*. Silver Fox SP Uniform
Silver Fox Accessory
Silver Fox SP Shoes - All this items looks like s standart SPC outfit, so there is no point in buying dat pro pack. Joycity, you're
very dissapointing.. 10\/10 - would ruin friendships again.. This DLC continues on pretty much directly from Hare in the Hat
and follows exactly the same blueprint; a single screen filled with puzzles to solve that reward you with items which you'll have
to figure out how to use in order to unlock the next puzzle - repeat until end. They probably could have gotten away with calling
it a sequel, since it's about the same size as the previous entry, is filled with entirely new puzzles and takes place in a new
setting. But given that there's no real innovation or any new ideas here built upon the main title, I'm glad it's being sold as DLC
instead. I think they'd need to shake things up drastically before they could slap a number on the end of it.

They're both short, pleasant little titles that should satisfy most puzzle lovers and feature an array of different puzzle types, too.
It shares more or less all the same pluses and minuses of the base game, but with an additional issue of a sudden difficulty spike
with a couple of brain-teasers. It seems that it's not uncommon for some players to spend maybe half an hour making good
progress through the majority of the game, only to come to a complete stop and spend multiple hours trying to find one solution
before either skipping it, looking for help, or just giving up entirely. Reading up on it in discussion boards and such, I think I
can speak on behalf of the majority of the Hare in the Hat community when I say the Hungarian Rings can just straight-up go
f*ck themselves. Like, proper, full-on f*ck themselves hard... with the wrong end of a rusty claw hammer...up the *ss... then go
bounce around on a space hopper for a few hours. I don't think anyone seems to like it, and personally I'd be very happy to never
see it in another game again.

It's usually incredibly lazy critique or reviewing to say something is "more of the same", or even worse, the greatest sin of all, to
qualify anything as "good if you like that sort of thing". Anything is good if you like that sort of thing. Being kicked in the balls
is good if you like that sort of thing, that doesn't mean it should ever be recommended to anyone. But here, I really do feel like it
deserves to be described as more of the same and worth getting if you liked its last outing, so similar is it to its parent title.

85% fun, 15% "f*ck you!", Hare in the Hat: The Abyss is a largely welcome addition that offers a nice, mostly enjoyable,
occasionally taxing slice of entertainment at a more than reasonable price and comes well recommended... if you like that sort of
thing.. The Class 395 Javelin is without any doubt my favourite train in this whole game. Absolutely love it!
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